Neuro-agility Profile™ Licenced Practitioner
1 Day Accreditation Programme

Help individuals, teams and organisations become more agile
Are you supporting people and organisations going through change and transformation?
Helping people become more agile – means improving their thinking, ability to innovate,
learn and perform better, whilst also enhancing their health and wellbeing.

Become an Accredited Practitioner and lead the way in neuro-agility impact
Increasing, measuring and tracking the agile brainpower of every individual, leader and
team helps reduce the cost of change, enabling people to think faster and more
innovatively, learn faster and perform better.
The Neuro-agility Profile™ Advanced+ assessment is a multi-dimensional, neuroscientific brain
profile assessment. It describes a person’s unique neurological design, explaining how they
learn and think. It assesses 6 drivers that impact brain performance, which enable people to
enhance brain their performance and agility.
The accreditation certifies coaches, HR, talent, L&D and performance improvement
professionals to assess and debrief people and teams on their unique neurological design
(potential) and the drivers that optimise their brain performance and brain health.
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7 benefits of improving agile brainpower:
1.

Improves individual and team performance - improving brain fitness helps people work
faster and smarter so they achieve their goals more productively

2. Develops leadership and change management skills - problem-solving, critical thinking,
and creativity. Based on accurate understanding of their neurological design, leaders and
managers have a clearer understanding of how uniquely they deal with change, solve
complex problems, think, learn, serve, influence, and inspire
3. Promotes a learning culture - helping improve people’s ability to learn faster, concentrate
and remember, stainable advantage for the future.
4. Improves emotional intelligence - providing a predictive analysis and accurate awareness
and management of their neurological design
5. Enhances wellness, health and safety - helping manage stress, fatigue, identifying and
minimising risk for human error, reducing accidents and promoting workplace happiness
6. Improves talent selection and recruitment - helping you align people’s neuro-design with
the jobs they do more effectively
7. Boosts engagement with people having an accurate understanding of who they are, how
they fit in and can best contribute.
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Your accreditation programme consists of the following 8 steps:
1. Complete your own Neuro-agility brain profile: you will also receive a link to access a
series of self-study videos and the Neuro-agility downloadable workbook. There are 14
online modules, including 33 videos (total of 23 hours, approximately). This will be
explained in detail in the welcome webinar.

2. Welcome webinar (60 minutes): Welcome introduction, getting to know each other,
an introduction to Neuro-agility and explanation of how to get the most out of the
accreditation learning process.

3. Self-study (online video learning): in your own time, work through the first 7 online modules.
You will find a short quiz to complete at the end of each module:

•

Module 1: NAP™ Advanced+ Brain Profile Debriefing Video

•

Module 2: Introduction to the NAP™ Practitioner Training Self Study Program

•

Module 3: Future Skills

•

Module 4: What is Neuro-agility & Why It Matters

•

Module 5: An Introduction to Brain Areas & Brain Basics

•

Module 6: How the Brain Works

•

Module 7: Learning Implications of Your Neurological Design

4. One-day interactive workshop: This workshop will provide you with a good
understanding of the Neuro-agility model, approach and will help you develop your
expertise in debriefing the profiles. The outline of the day is as follows:
•

Rationale – why Neuro-agility and why now?

•

Where and how this can help people

•

Background and development of the model

•

Detailed walk through of the Neuro-agility approach and model, 7 factors and 6
drivers, using interactive and blended learning, using your own reports to bring it to
life, and with a focus on what this means for individuals and teams and how to
develop and enhance the learning

•

You will be encouraged to join a WhatsApp group for peer coaching support.
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5. Self-study continuation of online video learning: Watch the videos and work through
your manual, completing the online modules and a short quiz at the end of each
module:
•

Module 8: Drivers that Optimise Your Brain Performance

•

Module 9: How to Interpret the NAP™

•

Module 10: How to Debrief the NAP™

•

Module 11: The Neuro-agility Profile™, Variations & Differences

6. Final zoom webinar (60 minutes): Interactive discussion session and opportunity to
explore any outstanding questions.

7. Self-study and confirmation of learning assignment
•

Module 12: Case Studies

•

Module 13: Marketing, Practitioner Licence Agreement & Next Steps

8. Membership of FPG’s Neuro-agility Practitioner’s community for continuing professional
development.

“As a coach I am convinced that a deeper self-awareness and self-knowledge supported by

the scientific facts of the Neuro-Agility test help to set the focus for development and success.
Neuro-Agility provides unique information and data to clients about the way their brain works,
the way they learn best. When in our business world organisations are turning agile there is a
role for us to support the journey of the individual towards agility and brain fitness to master
learning needs and challenges with the constant change of the modern world”.
Judit Ábri von Bartheld MA, MCC
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Once you are accredited your potential income sources include:
Profit margin on selling of individual and team profiles in addition to the fees you

•

charge for one-to-one coaching debriefs and team facilitation at your rates
Ability to provide additional and new insight into team dynamics PLUS any of your

•

existing management, leadership & team programmes
Complements all and any existing profiling, adding depth of the initial consideration of

•

the brain
•

Application in any industry & business, education and sport

•

Potential to deliver Neuro-agility masterclasses

Investment
•

Full workshop and webinar accreditation: £2,000 + VAT per person

•

Online accreditation: £1700 + VAT per person

•

Annual licence renewal fee (includes retake of Neuro-agility Profile™): £195 + VAT

•

Cost per profile: £70 + VAT each (one token = one profile. Minimum order of 3 tokens
per transaction).

Dates for our Accreditation Programmes and How to Book
For details and dates of our accreditations and to make a booking, please contact us on
info@fullpotentialgroup.com or call the FPG head office on

+44 (0)1628 488990.

Terms & Conditions
A booking is confirmed on 100% payment of the full fee. FPG reserve the right to cancel a
‘reserved’ place if full payment has not been received. The following cancellation fees
apply from the date of the event (including transfer date):
•

61 – 15 working days = 65%

•

14 – 0 working days = 100%

Due to the nature of this training we are unable to accept a change of delegate
beyond 30 days of the training date. FPG reserve the right to re-arrange the training
date should the minimum number of delegates not be reached.
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